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ABSTRACT

Autonomous driving is expected to significantly improve road safety. Car makers are conducting extensive testing of their autonomous vehicles on proofing grounds and in virtual pre-defined scenarios. Because proofing grounds do not offer a deterministic test field and are time-consuming, virtual hardware- and software-in-the-loop testing is en vogue as it provides reproducibility. However, pre-defined tests (real or virtual) represent low coverage in comparison to all physically possible driving scenarios. Furthermore, they are unlikely to systematically discover corner cases that emerge due to software bugs or absurd but possible scenarios.

In this abstract, we introduce the DRiVERSITY framework for systematic testing of autonomous driving algorithms. Our DRiVERSITY framework builds scenes on the fly – adapting to how a car handles situations while driving. DRiVERSITY pronounces misbehaviour by tailoring new scenes based on monitored driving behaviour during fuzzing stimuli. DRiVERSITY shall provide a standard testing framework to evaluate and compare driving algorithms in a reproducible and controllable way.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Software and its engineering → Software safety;
- Computer systems organization → Embedded software;

1 INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving is an industrial and academic effort that promises the elimination of 90% of all accidents [1]. Car makers are conducting intensive research in different fields, from computer vision to embedded computing, and are pushing hard to release fully autonomous cars in the near future. However, as of today, autonomous cars can by no means safely drive in all imaginable scenarios, may it be urban, snowbound or in bright sunlight.

Problem. To address this, it is vital to thoroughly test the decision-making algorithms as their ultimately makes the difference between life and death. Despite being tested, available autonomous vehicles caused accidents including fatalities [5, 7]; this calls for novel ways and systematic approaches to better test autonomous cars.

Solution. Systematic testing can point to weaknesses in driving implementations by automatically generating large sets of diverse tests which better cover the input space compared to the current practice of manually pre-selecting driving scenarios. This advantage is twofold:

1. Systematic testing identifies universally critical driving situations that are hard or even impossible to handle for computers and humans alike.
2. Testing specific implementations can reveal peculiarities, which are the result of bugs, over-approximations, or vague scene processing.

Our Approach. DRiVERSITY makes use of search-based procedural content generation to test autonomous cars by automatically synthesising diverse, critical, but still realistic, virtual driving scenarios. This project not only aims to discover functional problems and safety issues of autonomous cars, but it also tests non-functional properties, such as driving style, passenger comfort, and economic driving.

Contributions. The proposed research system goes well beyond the state-of-practice and state-of-art. The final aim is to develop a testing framework for systematically testing autonomous cars, which can be used by developers to

(a) achieve more in-depth testing of autonomous vehicles by generating and executing test cases orders of magnitudes faster than physical driving;
(b) find critical situations quickly;
(c) maximise coverage of driving scenarios;
(d) generate tests which expose functional and non-functional related issues; and,
(e) compare different autonomous cars.
2 DRIVERSITY - DRIVING DIVERSITY

It has been shown that digital environments can be used as a substitute for real-world driving [4]. We use synthesised, realistic scenery to automatically create test beds for already trained and programmed driving algorithms.

2.1 Idea

The core functionality of DRIVERSITY is an open-world driving environment in which scenes are created on-the-fly. This is enabled by leveraging the fact that sensors can only detect their environment in a perimeter of a few hundred meters. The scenery outside that perimeter is undefined and generated only when the car under test moves in a certain direction. Our approach combines powerful evolutionary techniques for test case generation [2] with procedural content generation, the core component of modern hyperrealistic computer games [8].

Our search-based framework evaluates the fitness of driving behaviour for a given scene and uses it as input to synthesize an infinitely large on-the-fly environment. We divide the infinite environment in areas of a few $m^2$ that we call a scene. Each scene is defined by parameters such as the 3D assets that appear in a scene, their physical attributes, their geographical layout and the weather conditions. A naive approach would result in a potentially infinite number of virtual scenes. This is why the main building block of DRIVERSITY is to discriminate relevant from irrelevant scenes. More specific, each newly synthesised scene should ideally fulfil the following criteria:

- **Diversity**: Test cases should be different from each other in terms of the car’s behaviour that they expose;
- **Reproducibility**: Scenes must be completely deterministic such that test parameters are sufficient to completely recreate the same execution conditions every time;
- **Utility**: The more likely a crash or uncomfortable a passenger, the more useful;
- **Realism**: The more likely a crash or uncomfortable a passenger, the more useful;
- **Corner Case Discovery**: The level of unexpectedness should be high (e.g. a kangaroo crossing a street [6]).

Our approach is organized as a continuous loop following the best practices for hardware-in-the-loop testing [3]. It is depicted in Figure 1.

The loop starts by generating a population of test cases (Test Case Population), which are then selected, combined, and mutated to create challenging driving scenarios (Evolution). Then, test cases are executed (Rendering & Simulation). Test case execution includes rendering the virtual environment and feeding synthetic data (camera, radar, lidar) that simulate the environment to the self-driving algorithm (Autonomous Driving). The self-driving algorithm reacts by providing control commands back to the simulation (steering, acceleration, braking), which influence the physics of the virtual car inside the DRIVERSITY simulation. This creates a tight feedback loop between the self-driving algorithm and the driving simulator. Simulation data are also used to objectively assess the quality of the test cases by calculating their fitness score (Test Case Evaluation). The fitness score is propagated back to the population of test cases and drives their evolution by favouring those test cases which exposed critical behaviours of the self-driving algorithm.

2.2 Realism and Search-Space Pruning

During the evolution, as a means to optimise the efficiency of the test generation, we discard those test cases which contribute little to the final goal of exposing self-driving algorithm critical behaviours. For example, we filter out test cases which are too similar to the already experienced ones.

The proposed testing framework includes constraints that can be used to eliminate unrealistic test cases. Those unrealistic cases are detected by means of domain knowledge, such as traffic regulations, along with geometrical, topological, and physical constraints. DRIVERSITY prevents the generation of test cases where cars fly or houses are built in the middle of a road. By incorporating those constraints into the search algorithms, we enable the search to create valid virtual worlds by design, thus saving substantial computing time during the generation.

2.3 Extensibility

We achieve extensibility at functional level by adopting a plug-in design: specific implementations of the primary functions will be wrapped inside components which can be easily plugged together to fit the diverse developers’ needs. For example, search algorithms and fitness functions will be provided as Plug-Ins and integrated into the framework.

2.4 Seamless Transitions

Finally, creating test cases by instantiating and combining distinct geometrical elements, such as road segments, requires a seamless transition between them. For instance, the combination of possibly very different driving scenes, such as highways and cities, must be presented in a smooth fashion to the autonomous cars. To resolve these challenges, we use element stitching. We introduce intermediate geometrical elements that seamlessly combine otherwise incompatible geometries and scenes.

3 CONCLUSION

We presented a new framework for tailored testing of driving algorithms without hard-coded scenes. This allows the probabilistic discovery of bugs, faults and safety issues and enables an objective comparison of autonomous driving implementations.
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